CAMBRIDGE
FOR LOVERS OF ART AND GARDENS
TUESDAY, 7 MAY 2019

Between 1958 and 1973 Kettle’s Yard was the home of Jim and Helen Ede. In the 1920s and 30s Jim had
been a curator at the Tate Gallery in London. Thanks to his friendships with artists and other like-minded
people, over the years he gathered a remarkable collection of 20th-century art, both paintings and sculpture.
At Kettle’s Yard Jim carefully positioned these artworks alongside furniture, glass, ceramics and natural
objects, with the aim of creating a harmonic whole - not “an art gallery or museum”. In 1966, the Edes gave
the house and its contents to the University of Cambridge. In 1970 the house was extended and last year a
new gallery for changing exhibitions was added.
Cambridge University Botanic Gardens has a collection of over 8,000 plant species from all over
the world and it is a beautiful place for all to enjoy.
THE VISIT
8.15am (prompt) Departure from Baker’s Yard. Arrive 15 minutes before departure to pay £3 for carpark
(organiser will collect).
10.15am arrive Kettle’s Yard: Private visit to the House - groups of 10 at 10-minute intervals. While waiting
and after touring the house you can visit the cafe, the shop and/or the new gallery.
1.30pm (prompt) Coach pick-up for Botanic Gardens. Cafe on site. Entry £5.50 paid individually.
4pm (prompt) Depart from Botanic Gardens for homeward journey
Cost £27 to include Private visit to Kettle’s Yard, coach and driver’s tip.
Organiser: Freda Parker - tel: 01959 523467 (on day only: 07828 944932; or 07790 846260.)
If you have a mobility problem please discuss your needs with the organiser ahead of the event.
EVENT IS OPEN TO ALL MEMBERS OF SEVENOAKS U3A. CLOSING DATE 11 APRIL 2019
——————————————————————————————————————————Complete the portion below and together with your cheque, made payable to Sevenoaks U3A Social
Account, send to: Freda Parker, 14 Brookfield, Kemsing, TN15 6SQ with a s.a.e.for your receipt.
(mobiles on the day only: Freda Parker - 07828944932; or Copper Earthrowl - 07790 846260.)

I/We enclose a cheque for £………………. Name(s)…………………………………………………..
Address………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Tel No…………………………………………. Tel no. in case of emergency…………………………..
The information submitted above may be retained by the Social Committee for administration purposes for this and future visits. Data
will be retained on a password-protected computer and will only be used for communication between you and the Social Committee.

